Leaving Kadena AB out gate 2 make a right at the second traffic light. After you pass McDonald’s, make a right at the next traffic light. This will take you to Expressway #4. Head North toward Nago. Get off on Exit #10 Kyoda and have yen ready for the toll booth. Continue straight while the road merges onto Hwy 58. Follow the signs to Ocean Expo Park.

Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium
Ocean Expo Park
424 Ishikawa, Motobu Town
0980-48-2741
9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
(Hours vary according to season)

Butterfly Paradise
390-1 Aza Motobu Town
0980-48-3456
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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